Evaluation of diagnostic imaging technologies and therapeutics devices: better information for better decisions: proceedings of a multidisciplinary workshop.
We are entering an era in which the success of biomedical science and the increasing understanding of the value of evidence for practice are in a state of tension. This tension is especially notable in the device arena, in which the short life cycles and iterative nature of development are at odds with current design constructs of the types of clinical trials that provide evidence for medical decision making. The financial pressure arising from strained budgets and expanding costs from the aging of the population and the continued development of new technology heightens the need for a focus on new approaches. Given this background, a group of experts representing constituencies with different perspectives were convened for a day and a half to discuss key issues and their potential solutions. Because of the complex and heterogeneous nature of the environments in which devices are used, the meeting focused on 3 broad, general uses of devices: imaging, risk stratification, and therapeutics. The goal of the meeting was to develop a preliminary list of ideas that could be framed as researchable questions or constructs for consideration by policy makers that ultimately might lead to improvements in the current system. Across diagnostic imaging, risk stratification devices, and therapeutic devices, the crosscutting issues can be identified: We need better methods of collaborative funding and priority setting, improved and more flexible methods, and new approaches to the integration of federal agencies in overseeing the system.